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‘- »This-invention relatesitoian‘exerciseëapparatus 
.i ¿It-.has for onerfobject: -tof provideimeansv foriexer 
 y xcising, the vfeet :and legs kin..> particularnand ¿gener 
- rally.'` forgexerci‘sing; the, rbody. ` 

5 '.Other` objects fwilluappearlf from ltime‘sto ftime 
in the 'specification ¿andi claim. , 

, The` inventionffislillustrated amore or. lessndia 
c_grammatically l, in i the »accompanying drawing, 
wherein: 

lO Figure 1 is‘v an elevation, showing one lform'of 
L the devicet linf use; i 

i 'l Figure2sis. a».planl:view of .ïthisaform lofzthe 

Figure 3 is aside ‘view :of the deviceshowmin 
15 Figure 2 with parts broken away and parts in 

vertical section; ‘ 
Figure 4 is an end view; 
Figure 5 is a transverse vertical section, taken 

at line 5_5 of Figure 3; 
20 Figure 6 illustrates a modified form of the 

device. 
Like parts are designated by like characters 

throughout the specification and drawing. 
As shown in Figures 1 to 5, inclusive, the de 

25 vice comprises an exercising apparatus which 
may be supported upon a floor or any other 
foundation or base. As shown, the device is 
made of cast metal but it might be made of any 
other material and formed in any other way. 

30 I, I are end members having laterally ex 
tended feet portions 2, 2. The end members may 
be perforated as at 3. The end members are 
joined by a rounded, longitudinally disposed 
member 4 which is of generally rounded and 

35 preferably semi-cylindrical shape. It may be 
reduced somewhat toward its ends as at 5, 5, 
where it joins the end members. If cast, the 
longitudinal member li may be provided with a 
reinforcing web 6, at-any suitable point inter 

40 mediate its ends. Other reinforcement may, of 
course, be provided. 
As shown in Figure 6 the exercising member is 

mounted upon and preferably secured to a base 
l. A balancing member 8, having a handle 9, is 

45 also secured to the base. Thus the exercising 
member and the balancing member are mounted 
on the same base and are movable together as 
a unit. 

v To facilitate relative movement of the foot and 
50 exercising device, a flexible fabric member, such 

as a towel I0, may be provided. 
Where the device is in its simpler form as 

shown in the first five figures, it is preferably 
placed for use adjacent some portion of the wall 

55 or other rigid member, by means of which the 
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»'usermaylïbalanceihimself. shown in'Figure 
1,1the user I I is -balancingïhim’self'by holding to' 

1‘ the door frame " I2. 
' ïInl-Fig-ures 2 landV 5'the device-of Vthe invention 
is 'shown asf-made `inv one piece. :In Figures“ 3 imA 
`and 4 _almodiñed' form is showniin whlchl the 
~ generally horizontal portion? 4,'5 5= is A'made sepa 
rately1 from' the'base‘portion I, 2, the parts being 
~separated~and t-hefbase> portions bei-nggpinned 
to the horizontal portion by pins I3, fixed -in the 10 

’ upper Aportion Y»andA l’fitting ‘into sockets 1I 4’ in the 
"lbasef portion. `It is~to' beL understood that the 
#device‘ may be made A'as'a‘ unit- or in parts, sep 
Harable ‘ for- ready »packingïand _transportation and 
4-forA convenienty storage. `v`The invention, there- 15 
fiore, --is not‘limited'to' any particular >`details'fof 
construction nor to any particular material. 
The use and operation of the invention are as 

follows: 
In general the device may be used in either 20 

form and when used, the user, without shoes, 
stands with the longitudinal member supporting 
his weight, preferably upon the arch of his foot. 
He balances himself either by holding the handle 
9 in the form of the device shown in Figure 6, 25 
or by holding or touching some other stationary 
member such as a door frame or Wall, and hold 
ing his body preferably as nearly erect as pos 
sible, moves his feet backwards and forwards, 
from the position shown in Figure 1 in full lines 30 
to the position shown in dotted lines at X, in 
which the heel points downward and the toes are 
raised above the heel. He then moves his feet 
forward to the position shown at Y in Figure l, 
where the toes are pointed downward and the 35 
heel raised above the toes. This relative move 
ment of the feet with respect to the support 4, 5, 
exercises and massages the muscles of the feet 
as the foot slides or rolls across the member 
upon which it rests. 40 

If the fabric member I0 is used, the user stands 
upon it and it serves to reduce friction of the foot 
and to make the movement just described easier. 
The movement of the feet described necessi 

tates bending and flexing of the foot itself, exer- 45 
cise of the foot muscles and bending and flexing 
of the muscles of the legs generally, with the re 
sult that the muscles are exercised and strength 
ened, the circulation increased and benefited and 
the muscular, bony and nervous structure of the 50 
feet and legs as a whole exercised, strengthened 
and improved. 
The particular types of movements illustrated 

in Figure 1 represent only some of those possible. 
Many other exercises are possible. The purpose 55 
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generally is to provide a device upon which the 
user supports his weight intermediate the ends of 
his feet and thus carries his weight possibly on 
the arch of the foot, possibly on the ball of the 
foot or elsewhere; and with which device he can 
exercise that portion of the foot by many differ 
ent movements and manipulations. He is not 
limited, and the invention is not limited, to the 
idea of merely rocking or sliding or rolling back 
and forth with the feet on the support. Trans 
Verse rolling, rocking and bending of the feet are 
possible and is contemplated in addition to the 
mere backward and forward movement illus 
trated. It is to be understood, of course, that 
the use of the towel or cloth l0 is optional. In 
general that serves to make movement of the foot 
with respect to the support easier, but it is not 
essential and the apparatus may be used With 
out it. 

It will be noticed that the upper surface of the 
support 4 upon Which the user stands is reduced 
adjacent each end as at 5, 5. These reduced 
portions serve to provide places for the feet. In 
a sense, therefore, they are positioning depres 
sions on the surface of the support. While the 
support might be of constant size and be free 
from these depressions, their presence is useful 
because it tends to position the feet and to retain 
them in position and thus to simplify the use of 
the device. 
The device as shown might be modified by sub 

stituting in place of the fixed member 4, 5, a roller 
of any suitable size and contour so that the user 
might merely rock back and forth and the roller 
would roll under his weight to produce an effect 
generally the same as that produced when he 
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rocks back and forth on the present fixed support 
member 4, 5. 
Where in the specification and claim I have 

referred to a floor, it is to be understood that I 
mean any support for the apparatus. Ordi 
narily the apparatus will be used indoors and will 
rest upon the floor of the room within which it is 
used. It might, of course, be used out of doors 
and might rest upon any support or base. Where 
I have referred to the fact that it rests upon the 
ñoor or is supported above the ñoor, I mean any 
base which could be used to carry the apparatus, 

I have spoken of using the iiexible member I0 
and it is illustrated in Figures 1 and 5. It is to'x 
be understood that it could be used equally well 
with the form of the device shown in Figure 6. 
It has been omitted from that figure because of 
the small scale used and to avoid confusion in the 
showing. 

I claim: 
In an exerciser apparatus, a single stationary 

ground-engaging supporting member, said sup 
porting member being provided, on its upper sur 
face, with an extended generally rounded foot re 
ceiving portion which is generally arcuate in ver 
tical transverse contour, said surface being posi 
tioned a distance above the floor sumcient to per 
mit a user, standing upon said arcuate surface, to 
rock back and forth with respect to said support 
ing member without contact with the floor, the 
radius of the arc of said supporting surface being 
suilìcient to permit a substantial portion of the 
lower surface of the foot simultaneously to con 
tact it without an undue flexure of the foot. 
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